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Plan No. 1 
 
A Bonus Plan to Encourage Efficiency and Loyalty of Employees 
 
Workers or employees who are interested in the welfare of the Company and who are striving to do their best to 
make the company a success receive a bonus which may consist of cash or a participating form of stock. 
 
To govern this plan a system of MERITS AND DEMERITS for classifying the employee is established. This 
system applies to all employees including route foreman except salesmen, providing the salesmen work on a 
satisfactory commission. 
 
All employees except salesmen are guided by rules given in Form No. 1. If later found advisable the salesmen can 
be placed on a similar merit system in accordance with rules on Form No. 2. 
 
MERITS for good service and DEMERITS for carelessness and infraction of rules are awarded by the foreman, 
superintendent or manager, the manager in turn awarding the foreman and superintendent. 
 
The Classification of employees is arranged as follows: 
Class A.—Includes all employees who have received during a period, either quarterly or dividend periods, NET 
MERITS of 13 or more. 
Class B.—Includes employees whose net total MERITS during such period do not exceed 12, and whose net total 
DEMERITS do not exceed 12. 
Class C.—Includes all employees whose net total DEMERITS during this period amount to 12 or more, not 
exceeding 40. 
A total of 40 DEMERITS or over automatically discharges an employee. 
 
New employees are entered into Class B until they have established themselves in another class by their record. 
 
The classification or standing of each employee is to be posted under glass in a conspicuous place once a week. A 
good position for this information to the production force is near the time clock, and for the sales force, in the 
salesmen’s room. Showing the standing of each man creates that friendly competition so necessary to increase 
efficiency. It stimulates pride in their work and spurs their effort to become a Class A employee. If the bonus is 
based on the proportion of profits the company shows, they will see to it that Class C employees are not tolerated in 
the plant. 
 
Every employee may appeal a foreman’s awards of DEMERITS to the general manager if he feels that there are 
mitigating circumstances or that the penalty is too severe. Leniency in such cases is a good policy. . 
 
Of the amount of total bonus allotted EACH employee, the class “A” employee receives four-fifths, class “B” one-



half and the class “C” employee only one-fifth of the entire bonus. 
 
It may be issued every payday in the form of a certificate or an enclosure with the pay envelope and the amount 
accruing be paid out at certain periods or may be applied to stock. 
At the end of every dividend period employees holding credit slips or certificates of the stock bonus amounting to 
the value of a share of the Class of stock set aside for that purpose will be issued a share outright, subject to the 
conditions specified in paragraph 20. 
 
Cash bonuses are best paid out a week before Christmas on credits accruing up to and including the last week in 
October. Where bonuses are applied to stock, the stock certificates are issued at the time books are closed for 
dividend periods to such employees holding amounts to the full value of a share. 
 
The balance of the amount alloted and not paid out makes up a SPECIAL BONUS FUND. This fund is used for the 
general welfare of the employees, each employee sharing equally, from which a certain amount is set aside for a 
pension fund. From this, life insurance is maintained for each employee in proportion to the wages he earns, on the 
usual group insurance plan. Where employees’ clubs such as good fellowship clubs for social activities is 
maintained, the company will bear half the expnese from this fund of any social events which may be giver> by the 
employees’ club. In other words, if the employees among themselves collect $50.00 for a picnic, the company will 
furnish from this fund an equal amount to defray the picnic expenses. If this SPECIAL BONUS FUND by reason of 
employees all becoming class “A” employees should be too small, the company will contribute from its profits to 
meet the amount necessary to hold the social events. 
 
The fact that the employees contribute one-half of the expense of such occasions protects the company against too 
frequent calls for such expenditures. Where the employees have become class “A” employees and the fund as a 
result is smaller, the company will naturally benefit by having better employees. 
 
This arrangement makes every employee strive to become a Class “A” man, and do his best to have the firm show a 
profit, to make large dividends possible on the stock he holds. 
 
By having his portion of the bonus apply to stock every employee being in the service for only one week becomes a 
stockholder and remains one so long as he is in the service of the company. 
 
The class of stock for bonus purposes may be non-transferable and nonalienable, salable only three years after the 
date of issue, the company holding the first option. If the employee leaves the service of the company in less than 
two years it will be accepted by the company for cash at par, (unless redemption or market value is decided on by 
the directors). This compels thrift. 
 
A lenient policy is recommended towards employees in assisting them in financial matters such as permitting them 
to borrow money from the company on security of this stock at the interest rate of 6% or less. 
 
Formation of an “EASY PAYMENT STOCK CLUB” will enable employees to secure shares of stockof your 
participating issue on separate payments; the restrictions to govern this Club should include time limit for payments, 
alienation of stock and amount to be limited to 25% of their salary. Salesmen, of course, are entitled to join the 
“EASY PAYMENT STOCK CLUB”. 
 



 

 



 
 

 



 
PLAN No. 2 
Special Benefit Fund 
of the ________ Company. 
 

 



 



 



 
 
 
 
PLAN No. 3 Efficiency “Club” 
(May also be termed “Committee” or “Cabinet”). 
 
The purpose of this “Club” is to suggest and devise ways and means to increase the general efficiency of the plant, 
improve the products and to reduce waste. 
 
Any man not connected with the Sales Department of your business is eligible, whether pan greaser, mixer, packer 
or foreman. 
 
The “Club” has five members, according to the size of your organization. 
It meets once a week, preferably Saturday afternoons. 
The term of office for the President of the club is one week. 
Every week the man next to him is appointed to the chair and another man selected to membership. 
Appointments are made by the manager, either on the basis of seniority or on merits. 
Every man in your organization, who is eligible, should be given a chance to serve. 
 
To encourage the desire among employees to serve on this board the company must be liberal in either paying well 
for the time spent in attending the meeting, giving liberal recognition to suggestions offered and carried out and 
provide whatever conveniences are necessary to hold these meetings promptly. 
 
The duty of keeping minutes of the meetings must be definitely assigned. It is best to have a permanent secretary for 
that purpose. 
 
Every member of the club making suggestions tnat are carried out and prove of value to the company should be 
properly rewarded. 
 
The Company reserves the right to call a recess of these sessions for any length of time, without notice. 



 
The advantages derived from maintaining such a “Club” are far more than you will look for. The men will not only 
be put in the position of having their ideas brought to the attention of the management, and this is valuable since 
every man in your employ has an idea he would do better “if he were boss” but by giving him this opportunity of 
expressing himself his thoughts will be directed towards far more constructive lines in the performance of his duties, 
and it will give you a chance to acquaint your employees with many sides of your shop operation to which they have 
never given any thought heretofore. 
 
Furthermore, suggestions which they will offer for increased officiency and the improvement of the product will be 
nothing more than you have been asking them to do right along, but the suggestion coming from them means that 
the members of this particular club or committee, if you prefer to call it so, will see to it that these suggestions or 
recommendations are put into practice in order to make a showing for themselves. 
 
By giving recognition to recommendations which depend for their value upon the performance of the men it is well 
to make a definite offer of a bonus to each member of this committee, if after definite period of a reasonable length 
of time their recommendation has been successfully put in use. For example, if their recommendation involves the 
saving of dusting flour four weeks would be time enough for you to see whether, by checking these quantities of 
dusting flour used, the means for saving this dusting flour are actually being applied. 
 
If the men did not quite come up to your expectations or up to the standard which you set for them to attain as 
featured by their own recommendation, do not disappoint them by withholding the bonus entirely, but give them a 
proportionate amount. 
 


